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Weak Hour Of The Rooster
Dover

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                            The Weak Hour of the Rooster - Dover
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tabbed by: SCHLEICHI
Email:lemmyfredericksen@yahoo.de

have fun with this great song. itÂ´s better to play it with two guitars, one
should
always stay clean(during chorus, too) and a second one for heavy distortion  

   D    A       D
i lost another day
   D    A           Bb
i never meant to be sad
               F
but i lost it again
         A               D
they re changing in the chords (do they ?)
          A        D
they re making it worse
A               Bb  C  D
 i m losing it all

same cords like verse 1
don t you seek for a friend
they never wait  till the end
they leave anyway
they re changing the chords
they re making it worse
we re losing it all

PreCHORUS
    D  Bb  F        C
i woke up with the rooster
played loud and drove em insane
i can t let go they hurt me
come back and save me again

Chorus
Bb              F   
if you re gonna go
C                   D
then please let it show
i won t trade my mind                    
for some other life



i d  rather be dead 
than being so lame
it s better to burn
 than to fade away

verse-chords
i lost another day
i never meant to be sad
but i lost it again
they re changing in the chords
they re making it worse
i m losing it all

pre-chorus
i woke up with the rooster
played loud and drove em insane
i can t let go they hurt me
come back and save me again

Chorus
if you re gonna go
then please let it show
i won t trade my mind
for some other life
i d rather be dead 
than being so lame
it s better to burn
than to fade away

pre chorus
i woke up with the rooster
played loud and drove em insane
i can t let go they hurt me
come back and save me again

clean!
if you re gonna go
then please let it show
i won t trade my mind
for some other life

HEAVVVVYYY!
i rather be dead that being so lame
it s better to burn than to fade away
i woke up with the rooster
played loud and drove em insane
i can t let go they hurt me
come back and save me again


